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SUMMARY

1-ininvestigation was made to determ3ne the effects of composition
sad homogenization heat treatm.entson the hardness and tsmile properties
of cast alloys of the NiAl titermetallic phase. This phase exists over a
wide range of composition (approximately 24 to 37 weight percent aluminum
at 500° C) with stoichimetric NiAl at 31.5 percent alundmm.

Relatively smalJ changes in ccmposition within the NiAl phase re-
sulted in appreciable Ium3ness and strength changes. Room-temperature
hardness of alloys containing 25 to 35 percent akmdnum *ibited a sharp
minimum at the stoichimetric composition. The average room-tmperature

y“ tensile strength of as-cast alloys decreased with increasing duminwn
~ content from 22,300 psi for the 25-percent-aluminum alloy to 14,250 psi
. for the 31.S-percent-alumimm alloy (stoichiometricNW). Homogeniza-

t ion of the cast alloys produced no large changes in the rocm-berature
tensile strength. ~ average room-temperature strength of the homoge-
nized alloys varied fmm 29,450 psi for the 25-percent-al..m aUoy to
14,Q30 psi for the 31.5-percent-altium *aUoy. None of W as-cast or
homogenized alloys showed any measurable tensile ductility at room
temperature.

The average lEUO” F tensile strengkh of hmmgenized alloys also de-
creased with ticreasing aluminum content, ranging fran 29,050 psi for
the 25-percE@ -alminum alloy to 14,500 psi for the 31.S-percent-aluminum
alloy. Alloys conta-g w to 31.5 percent aluminum exhibited consider-
able ductility in the 1500° F tensUe tests.

Additions of 0.5 to 2.0 percent molybdenum to stoichiometricNiAl
reduced the as-cast grain size md significanidy ticreas~ both rem-
and elevated-temperature strength sad ductility. The tensile strength
at 1500° F was increased frcm 14,~ to 25,500 psi by the addition of
0.5 percent molybdenum.
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The high-meltfig intermetallicshave frequently been considered for
high-temperature applications (refs. 1 dnd ‘2). m order tO provide a

better understanding of the characteristics of this class of mterials,
an investigation of the nickel-al.uininmn”i.rdiermetaliics(lHAl and Ni#l

and their mixtures) was undertaken. The nickel-ahllinljmSysta was of
special interest, for good modulus of rupture strengbh up to H?OOO F and
excellent oxidation resistance at temperatures up to 2000° F for an NiAl
composition prepared by powder metallu@y have been reported (ref. 3).

The present report is a centtiuation of previous work on the nickel-
aluminum intermetd.licsNW and Ni~ reported in references 4 and 5.
Reference 4 describes a process for casting nickel-aluminum alloys up to
30 percent aluminum, and presents data qu the properties of the as-cast
materials. Reference 5 reports the effects of homogaization heat treat-
ments cm the rocm- and elevated-temperaturestrer@h of two compositions
in the Ni#U range.

This report discusses the properties of the NiAl -phase. This phase
is of particular interest, stice it contains the highest melting alloy
(stoichiometricNiAl: 31.5 percent aluqinum, melting point of 2984° F)
and because it exists over a broad range’of compositions (fig. l). Be-
cause of this latter feature, it was possible to study the variation of
properties of the titermetallic phase as its ccmpsit ion was varied from
25 to 33 percent aluminum (both sides of stoichicxnetricNW). Tensile
properties at room temperature were dete~ed for as-cast alloys and at
room temperature and 1500° F for homogenized alloys.

WmmAIs, APmmTus, AND PROCEDURE

Spechen Preparation

Materials. - Electrolyteic nickel (99.95 percent Ni by weight) chips
and l-inch cubes of high-purity aluminum (99.85 percent Al by weight)
were used in the preparation of the experimental CQOS itions.

Alloy Co?mpositions. - The desired compotiitions together with typical
=@-Yses are shown h table 1.

During the course of the hvest igqtlw small quantities of commer-
cially pure molybdenum sheet were added to the 31.5-percent-alumrhmm
alloy to refine the as-cast grain structin?e.A series of castings wasi
made containtig molybdenum in quantities of 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 percent.
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SsEu?& - A description of the casting techniques employed is re-
ported in reference 5. The pouring temperature of stoichiametricNiA1.

- was determined using a calibrated iridium - 40-percent-iridium-80-
percent-rhodiw immersion thermocouple in a zirconia protection tube.
!?thermoco~levoltage was recorded with a recordtig potentiometer having
a l/2-second full-scale response. The t-rature of the melt 2 minutes
after the stsrt of the exothermic reaction between nickel snd aluminum
(immediatelyprior to the begtiing of pouring) is reported as the pour-

m tig temperature.
m
05m Heat treatfig. - A conventional Globar furnace was used for honmge-

nization heat treatments and for heatfig prior to mechanical working..
Heat treatments above 22CX1°F were done in an =gon atmosphere; heat
treat=nts at lower temperatures were done in air. KU specimens were
furnace cooled follow%ag heat treatment.

*=b5szQw2& - Cylindrical surfaces were ground ustig silicon carbide
. Ho~r, the use of silicon carbide wheels in grindhg flat sur-

,!$ faces for hardness determ5nations resulted in badly checked surfaces and
J severe edge crackimg. Flat surfaces free of cracks and grinding checks

“+ were produced by use of the follo-g:

x.0 (1) Abrasive: alumtaum =ide, 80-mesh, vitreous-bonded,
@Jlding wheel

[2) coolant: water with soluble oil

medium

.

(3] Speed: slow table speed and a grinding wheel speed of 8GW
surface feet per minute

hspct ion. - All test specimens were inspected by radio~phy and
with a post ennildfied fluorescent~penetrant technique. Spectins with
defects h the test area were disctied.

Specimen 13valuation

Short-tW tensile evaluation. - Conical-end tensile specimens Wv-

ing a l/&inch-dismeter gage section and a l+ inch gage length (fig. 2)

w- used. Room-temperature stress-strain curves were obtained ustig a
conventional.tensile mactie and a recording extensometer. For high-
temperature evaluations, the specimens - holders were =closed in a
platinure-woundttie furnace and the elongation was measured after
fracture.
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Uotch tensile tests at 1500° F were also
homogenized 31.5-percent-aluminwnalloy. The
in figure 3. Originally it was titended that
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run on specimens of the
notched specimen is shown
the bar contain a simile

●

shaq-notch; howe~er, a-notch of 3/8-inch radius was inadvertently -
ground into the center of the gage length. It was believed that this
notch was too gentle to yield the desired information. Consequently,
in order to utflize these bars, a second notch having an included angle
of 60° aud a bottom radius of 0.010 inch was also ground into the ssme
test bars. The cross-sectionalarea at the base of each notch was EO wa
percent of that of the smooth test section. The skrp notch was posi- ~
tioned halfway between the center and the end of the gage length. —

AU tensile tests were run in air at a loading rate of 4000 psi per
dnute.

Stress-rupture evaluation. - The tensile specimens were also used
for stress-ruptureevalmt ion. These were run at 1500° F in air, using
the procedure described in reference 6. Prior to machining specimens,
the 31.5-percent-alumizum alloy was homo&nized at 2200° F for 48 hours,
whereas the allay of 31.5 percent aluminum plus 0.5 percent molybdenum
was homogenized at 2W0 F for 24 hours. +

x-ray exs@matim. - A Geiger-counterX-ray diffractmneter with au
angular scamrdmg range of 150° was used to obtain diffracticm pattems
from solid spechens of sevex%alof the alloys. Nickel-filtered copper
radiation was used. Patterns were taken’for both as-cast and homogenized

—

specimens of the 30- and 31.~percent -aluminum aUoys in order to deter-
mine whether hmnogenization resulted in any change in lattice parameter.

Density evaluatiarl.- Dertsities were determined by weighing the
specimens in air end in water.

IU?SULT6AND DlECX13SION

Effects tifCastimg Method

~ earlier work on nickel-alminum alloys (ref. 4), sound castings
containing 31.5 and 34 percent aluminum could not be made. The changes
in the casting technique reported in referehce 5 permitted successful
castings of 31.5- and 33-percent-aluminup cqmpositions. A longer hold-
ing time and a larger hot top were used and are believed to be primarily
responsible for this improvement. The longer holding time (2 ti. in-
stead of 1) permitt&i the exothermic reaction between molten aluminum
and nickel to become ccnnplete and the turbulence to subside before d
pouring. Holding t-s of 3 and 5 minutps did not fUther @rove cast=
ability and increased contaminantion of the molten metal by reaction with

—

*-
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the crucible. Although changes h the casting technique permitted the
casting of NiAl com’positions up to 33 percent alumtium, sound ingots ofk
the 35-percent-alumlnumalloy suitable for fabricating tensile bars could
not be cast. All attarpts to cast this alloy resulted in ingots contain-
ing conchoids3 fractures. Although tensile bsrs could not be made, hard-
ness specimens were ground from the fractured ingots.

Two determtiations of the pourtig temperature of stokhiometric
NiAl were made. The results are listed in the follow5ng table:

Temperature Temperature It@K?st Pouring
of melt just of melt 15 temperati temperature

before reaction, seconds after reached, (2 min after
OF start of %? start of

reaction, reaction),
OF *

2410 3180 3180 3070

* 2125 3185 3230 3040

s

.

The rapid increase in temperature of the melt accompanying the reaction
between molten slmninum and nickel indicates the violent exothermic
nature of the reaction. Eowever, the use of a method in which solid
nickel reacts with molten al.udmm should tend to ke@ the maximum tem-
pemture ccmsiderably lower thsa a method sometimes employed h which
al.mninumis added to molten nickel.

The pouring temperatures were 86° and 56° F above the melting point
of stoichiometricNiAl (29840 F). This coqaratively small smount of
superheattig is helpful in obtaq a ftie gratn size. MetaU.ogm@ic
exsmimation of as-cast b- alloys contatiing from 25 to 35 percent
ahmdmum showed only a single phm’e.

Comparism of the densities of as-cast alloys made for this study
tith those reported h reference 4 hiicates that the changes in casting
technique resulted in small increases b density (table II). However,
the improved casttig technique did not result in auy si@f’icant changes
in the room-temperature &nsile stren@h or hardness of the as-cast
alloys (table II).

Both room-erature hardness and tensile st~gth of NiAl alloys
decrease with increasing Quminw content up to the stoichimetric value
(figs.4 and 5). With aluminum additions in excess of the stoichbmetric
CUIIIPOSition, the huxlness shows a rapid increase. This Veriation of
herdness w5th aluminum content haa be= reported by snother author (ref.
7). The rapid ticrease h hardness accompanying the addition of aluminum
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in excess .ofthe
tion of a defect

*
stoichiometric C-OS ition i.sattributed to the forma-
structure in these alloys, as described in reference 8.

Stoichiometric NiAl -ibits an ordered, body-centered cubic lattice with “
nickel atoms at the -cubecorners smd qltmrlnmzat the body center. Alu-
minum additions in excef3sof the stoichicx&tric cwrposition do not re-
place nickel atum-for atcsn,but leave sOme of the former nickel sites
vacant. The presence of these vacant lattice sites causes lattice dis-
tortion with a resultant increase in hardness. Unfortunately, it was
not possible to deterndne the room-temp~ature tensile properties of w
aUQys containing mbre than 31.5 yercent aim”fiti, for all test speciinens ~
broke in the conical =ds. However, the extreme brittleness which re-
sulted in these failures may be characteristic of HiAl alloys containing
this defect structure.

Mechanical Properties of the Homogenized NilU Phase

Effect of homogenization. - k order to eliminabe the effects of
coriug commonly found h cast alloysj all NM dlOYS W=re givf= h~otw
nization heat trea-nts designed to-PI@UR a udform st=tmhm of *-
imum grain size. These were based on a’preMminary study in which grati- ● ~
ccxcmening temperatures were determined. Results of this study are re-
ported h tale III. !l!ensfle“smdha~sa.specimens were then heat-
treated 100° F below the lowest temperature for which grain growth was

.

observed. The homogenization heat treatments are listed in tdble II.
Micros%ructures of the homogenized alloys (fig. 6) showed equiaxed gratis
in both Zongitud&@l end traIMverse cross secticms of the specimens.
X-ray cliffraction examination of as-cast a@ homogenized specimens of the
30- a@ 31.5-percent-al~ alloys rekealed no measurable change ti
lattice parsmetei result- from homogenization (tzibleII).

Hamgenization had little effect on the hardness of lfiAlalloys
(fig. 4]. Effects on the room-temperaturetensile strength vary with
the ccmpm ition of the alloy (table 11 snd fig. 5). The average strmgth
of the 25-percent-alumimm aUoy was increased frcm 22}300 to 29,450 psi
by homogenization, while that of the 28-perEent-al.um3numalloy was de-
creased from 21,650 to 17,850 psi. The room-temperaturetensile stre@h

—

of tie homogenized m-percent-aluminum alloy showed a tide variaticxlm
two tests, 42,200 and 16,700 psi as cmqmred to aa average of 14,400 psi
for the as-cast spectiens. Chemical.analyses and X-rW and metallo-
graphic exaudnations revealed no significant differences between the two
homogenized 30-Tercent-ahmd.nm 13peC-~ .

None of the as-cast ‘or homogenized Mm allqs exhibited any meas-
urable ductility h room-temperature tensile tests. Bemuse of the ~-
trem brittleness of the I?iAlphase at room tenkperature,the results of

#

room-temperature tensile tests may be tpfluencedby premture faflure
due to microflaws or to bending stresseb Caused by misalinement.

~—

,
.-
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Effect of composition on the room-tmp erature strength of homoge-
nized Iii&. - Except for the snomal..ouslyhigh value of 42,200 psi for
the 30-percent-aluminumtioy, the homogenized NiAl alJoys showed a
trend of decreasing room-temperature tensile stmength with increasing
aluminum centent up to the stoichimetric value. The strength decreased
from an average of 29,450 psi for the 25-percent-aluminum alloy to
17,850 psi for the 28-percent-aluminumalloy to 14,900 psi for the 31.5-
percent-alumimm alJoy. This relatively large chan5 h strength for a
small change ti composition within a single p~se field is s~ to
the behavior previously reported for the Ni#l titennetallic phase
(ref. 5).

Effect of temperature on strengthofhomo genized NiAl alloys. - Com-
parison of the tensile properties at room temperature @ 1500° F of
homogenized MM. alloys contatitig up to 31.S-percent aluminum sham that
the average l?500°F strengths are not greatly Mf erent fmm the room-
temperature strengths (tables II and IV). However, in cautrast to the
extremely brittle behavior of these alhys at room temperature, alloys
centaining al.uudnumup to and Mcludtig the stoichi~tric value Amwed

. considerable ductility in the 1500° F tensile test. It is believed that
the results of the 1500° F strength tests are probably more reliable than
those of room-temperature tests,-for the obserwsd ductility should mini-

. mize the effects of misalti~t and should enable the material to flow
more easily around any microflam. The 33-percent-slumixmm alloy failed
with no measurable elongation, but examination of the test section indi-
cated the presence of numerous surface flaws which may have Wluenced
the results of this test.

~ order to ~tudy the effect of test temperature in more detafl,
ad&Ltional tensfle tests at other temperatures were run for stoichio-
metric I?iAl(31.?5percent altium). This alloy exhibited its highest
tcmile stmh, 19,~ psi, at 3.200°F (table V and fig. 7). This is
the lowest tanprature at which the alloy exhibited temile ductility
(2.7 percent elongAion). Above 1200° F, the tensile strength decreased
slowly to 9800 psi at 1800° F, while the ductility tic~sed rapidly to
52 percent elongation at lKIOO F.

Notch tensile tests of stoichiometricNiAl. - Although stoichio-
metric NiAl exhibited considerable elongation (22 percent) and reduction
of area (40 percmt ) ti a 1500° F tens~e test~ ea&m5nation of the spec-
imens reveal&d extensive cracking in the victiity of the fracture @ an
unusuaddy large amount of crackhg over the entire gage length (fig. 8).
Ih order to investigate the notch semsitivity of this alloy, notch ten-
sile specimms were prepared fmm fngots homogenized at 2200° F for 48.
hours. As explained previoudy, these specimens contained both a sharp
notch (0.OIO” radius) and a very gentle notch (3/8“ radius). The minimum

“ diameter of the test bar at the base of the notch was the same for both
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types of notches. The results of tensile tests of these specimms are
reported below:

Temperature, Tensile strength, Reduction qf exe=, Location of fracture
%’ psi percent

15,600 3.2 3/8” Radius notch

18,200 3.9 3[8” &dius notch

Eoo 17,600 7.1 3/8” Radius notch

Comparison of these results with the unnotched strength shown in table
IV shows that the material was slight=’ strengthenedby the gentle notch.
The fact that the fatlmre occurred in the gentle notch is imdicative of
even greater strengthening h the case of the sharp notch and demon-
strates the ~ilim of this alloy to overcame stress concentrations at
1500° F.

Effect of heat t=atment without grah-size Variatim . - The high
strength obsened for one of the two 30-~cent-aluminum specimens homo-
genized for 6 hours at 2400° F could not be explatied on the basis of
chemical analysis or microstructure. However, it appeared destiable to
“deterndnewhether the strength was sensitive to a heat treatment which
~oduced no appax%nfimicrostrmt~ c@nges.

This was dcme by heat-treating specimens at 2100° F for 48 hours
and cmpar~ theti properties with those of spechens heat-treated at
2400° F for 6 hours. MetsUographi.c exsmination showed that both groups
had the ssms graia size, and both contatied only a s-e phase (figs.
9{a) and (b}]..

Results of tensile te~ts of this aU.@””at both room temperature and
1500° F are gi.v~ in table VZ. The res~ts. of rcmrn-temperaturetests
show considerable scatter. Neither of the spechens homogenized at
2100° 1?approached the 42,200 psi stren&h “-d one of the two specfmens
homo~ized at 2~0 F. At 1500° F, sp&c_ homogenized at 2400° F
showed definite superiority, with m av+rage strength of 24,850 psi and
U..8 percent elongation ap cmpared to 16,300 psi md 2.2 percent elon-
gaticm for specimens homogenized at 2100° F. The msmner in which the
strength of this aUoy is affected by heat treatment which produces no
change in the microstructure is not undez%?mod. It may result from dif-
ferences in the extent of homogenizaticm or w be associated with the
superlattice formation that occurs in NiAl phase alloys (ref. 7).

Effect of grain-mlarserdng treatment. - Preliminary tests tidicated
that an increase h grain size resultm from growth of the as-cast grains
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during homogenization had little effect on the hardness of I?iAlsJJoys
(table III). In order to determtie the effect of grain coarsen- on
strength, specimens of the 25-percent-alumtium aUoy were heat-treated
above the grain-coarsentig temperature. Homogenization at 2100° F for
48 hours produced no change in the as-cast grain size (fig. 9(c));
homogenization at 2400° F’produced grain coarsening (fig. 9(d)). The
coarse-gratied material had much lower tensile strength at both room
te erature and 1500° F than the 21000 F homogenized material (table

co TVII . The 1500° F tensile strength decreased from an average of 29,050
m
m psi with 25.9 percent elongation for the specimen homogenized at 2100° F
m to an average of 18,700 psi with 0.5 percent elongation for the coarse-

gratied specimens. Inasmuch as the cast grain size present in the spec-
imens hmnogenized at 2100° F was not very fine (fig. 9(c)), the strength
and ductility of the alloy might be further increased by refinement of
the as-cast grain size.

Effect of mo~bdenum additions to stoichiometric NiA1. - Since it
was believed that a fine grain size would result in superior strength
and ductility, an attemqt was made to refine the as-cast grain size of
stoichiometricl?iAlby the additions of small percentages of an alloying

M- element. For a 17.5-percent-aluminum alloy small molybdenum additions
& had been found to be particularly effective (ref. 4). h the investiga-

. tion reported herein, increasing the molybdenum content of the stoichio-
metric NiAl alloy frcm 0.5 to 1.0 to 2.0 percent resulted in a continu-
ous decrease in the as-cast grab size (fig. 10). Simultaneously, a
second phase appesred at the grain boundaries (fig. 11), the amount of .
which increased with increasing mo~bdenum content. An attempt to iden-
tify the second phase in the alloy containtig 2.0 percent molybdenum by
X-ray dtifraction analyses was unsuccessful. Two weak lines not charac-
teristic of l?iA1.were observed but could not be identified.

Molybdenmn additions to stoichiometricNiQ resulted h significant
increases in the strength smd ductility of the alloy (table ICUI and fig.
12). For ecsmple, the room-temperature tensile strength was increased
from 14,900 to 34,400 psi by the addition of 2 percent molybdenum. The
alloys containing molybdenm also exhibited a small amount of rmm-
temperature ductility in contrast to the completely brittle behavior of
unmodified IHAl.

The 1500° F tensile strength of all three molybdenum alloys was also
superior to that of stoichiometric NW. The strength was about 25,000
psi for all the molybdenum alloys as compared with an average of 14,500
psi for the unmodified 31.5-percent—ehminum aUoy. At 1700° F, the ad-
dition of 1.0 percent molylIdenunInaeased the strength from 9/300psi

. with 27.2 percent elongation to 17,600 psi with 51.7 percent elongation.
The high degree of pl,asticity exhibited by this molybdenum-modt iied
alloy is shown in figure 8(b).

a
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heneficid effects of molybdenti additions to stoichbmetric
probably a result of the combiqed effects of decreased grain
the appearance of a second phase at the grain boundaries. In-— —

creased ductility may be due only to the finer grati size. However, the
unidentified precipitante might be exercising a beneficid effect by tic-
ing up -rittling impurities.

The large 3ncreases in strength and ductility resulting from small
additions of moQbdenum demonstratee the possibility of greatly @roving
the mechanical properties of the NiAl intermetallicby alloying. The

“ fact that the alloys containing molybdenum exhibited a small amount of
roan-temperature ductility is particularly sigQificant, for it indicates
the possibility of overcoming the serious room-temperaturebrittleness
of these alloys.

Stress-rtrpture properties of stoictic?netricNiA1. - The lCX)-hour
rupture strength at 1500° F of stoichicxqetricNiAl was determined. A
value of 4500 psi was obtstied by interpdat ing the results shown in
table IX. The low stress-rupture strength of the stoichiometric alloy
at 15000 F tidicates the need for alloying additions to make the NiU
intermetallicphase of intcrest for high-temperature applications. A
single rupture test at 1500° F of the 31.5 percent alumlmum plus 0.5
percent moQbdenum alloy indicated a substantial.increase in rupture
strength over that of the unmodified alloy (table lX). It is of inter-
est to note that the addition of 4 percent zirconimn to a NM alloy

.

.

m
U3
w
CcJ

.

“

prepared by powder metallurgy metho&
improved strength up to 1832° F (ref.

SUMMARliOF

is”reported to result 5n greatly
9).

RESULTS

Nil!l.slloyscontaining frmn 25 to 33 percent aluminum were satis-
factorily cast by an improved casting technique previously reported.
The effects of composi.tion snd of homogenization heat treatmmts on the
romu-temperaturehardness and room- snd elevated-temperature tensile
strength of these alLoys were determined. The following results were
obtained:

1. Relati.velysmalJ changes im cumposition withti the NiAl phase
resulted in appreciable changes in the mechanical properties of these
alloys. The hardness at rocm temperature d~greased with increasing -
alumtium content up to the stoichimuetric coqosit ion sad then increased
rapidly with further aluminum additions. Roam-temperature tensile
strength of both as-cast md homogenized.alloysj md tensile str=@h at
1500° F of homogenized alloys also decrebsed with @cress tig aluminum
c~tent UP to the stoichiometric composi?ioT_. For ==@e ~ We room-
temperat~e tensfle strength of hcmogeni~~=~oys v@ried fr~ 29,4W .._ __ ~

#
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psi for the 25-percent-aluminum alloy to 14,900 psi for the 31.5-
~ercent-al.uminumallay. At L500° F the tensile strengths rsnged fra.
29,050 psi for the 25-percent-alum3num alloy to 14,5M psi for the
stoichicsnetricalloy. Good tensile data for alloys containing aluminum

: ti excess of the stoichiometric value were not obtained. None of the
% alloys showed any room-tauperature ductility. At l~o F, alloys con-

taining up to 31.5 percent alumtium exhibited considerable tensile
ductility.

2. Homogenization of the as-cast alloys did not produce large
changes in the room-temperature tensile strength. SmsU increases or
decreases were observed, depending on the composition of the alloy.

3. Stokhiometric NiAl had its highest tensile strength, 19,800 psi,
at 1200° F. This was the lowest temperature for which tensile ductility
was observed fw this alloy. Above 1200° F, the tensile strength fell
off slowly to a value of 9600 psi at 1800° F. The 100-hour rupture

M
strength of stoichimetric NiAl was 45CXlpsi at 1500° F.

r>

s 4. The 1500° F tensil.estrength of the ~-percent -aluminum ~~Oy

+ was sf’fectedby heat treatment below the grain growth tanperature. Al-
a though no microstructural differences were observed, specimens homoge-

nized at 2400° F had an average 1500° F tensfle strength of 24,850 psi.
compsred to 16,~ psi for those homogenized at 2100° F.

5. For the 25-percent-aluminum alloy, heat tdeatmnt which produced
grati coarsening decreased the tensile strengbh at both room temperature
smd1500° F. The 15Q0° F strength decreased fran 29 050 psi tith 25.9
percent elongation for specimens homogenized at 2100b F to 18,700 psi
with 0.5 percent elongation for specim?ns given a grain-coarsening heat
treatment at 2400° F.

6. Additions of 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 percent mol@denum to stoichio-
metric NiAl decreased the as-cast grati size snd resulted in appreciable
increases in both roan- and elevated-temper~ure tensile strength and
ductility.

Lewis Flight Prapulsioa Laboratory
National Advisory Comittee for Aeronautics

Cleveland, Ohio, October 29, 1956

.

.
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TABLE I. - CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF SPECIMENS

Desired composition Actual composition,
weight percent

Percent by Percent by Ni Al Fe
atoms weight

57.96 Ni + 75 Ni+25Al 74.58 25.15 0.02
42.04 Al

54.16 Ni + 72 Ni+28Al 71.70 28.40 0.02
45.84 Al

51.74 Ni + 70Ni+30Al 70.02 30.45 0.08
48.26 Al

50 Ni + 68.5Ni + 31.5Al 68.45 31.20 0.09
50 Al

48.27 Ni + 67Ni+33Al 67.06 33.65 0.02
51.73 Al

46.05 Ni + 65Ni+35Al 64.88 36.05 0.01
53.95 Al
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lMBLE II. - ROCM-TEMPERATUREPROPERTIE8OF IETERMEhWXC FHME NW.

=1
lattice i
parameter, E
kx Units

-----

%

Hardness,Density
Rockwell g/ml

A-

72.0 6.40
72.0 6.33
72.0 ----

72.5 6.37

Tensile ExtansometerMeewred
strength, elongation,elcmgation,
pei percent percent

22,702 0 0
24,100 0 0
20,200 0 0

31,8CKI o 0

-----
-----75 I25 / Ae-caeta

75 25 Eozmgenizedat
21C@ F for
48 br

Homogenizedat
2100°F for
48 br

Ae-caat
Aa-casta
As-casta

-----

-----27,100 0 075 25 72.5 ----

T69.7 6.16
71.0 6.I.2
71.o ----

70.6 6.15

—
28
28
28

72
72
72

-----
-----
---- .

-----

-----

2.880
-----
-----

2.880

-----

1 r

72 I28 IHomogenizedat
—

18,200

-L
o 0

0 0

o’ 0
0 0
0’ 0

22@ F for
48 b

Homogenizedat
220@ F for
4811r

2872 17,500 70.6 ----
.

14,400
16,300
12,5(X T

66.1 5.99
---- 5.98
---- ----

66.3 6.03

70
70
70

h-cast
A3-casta
h-asta

70 30 Homogenizedat
24(KPF for
6br

70 30 Honmgenizedat
2400°F for
6br

58.5 31.5 As-caet
S8.5 31.5 As-cast
?8.5 31.5 As-casta

42,200 0 0

0 ‘o

o -0
0 0

.-

0 0

0 Q

16,700 66.3 ----

15,200
13,300
Unsound
Ingot

61.0
61.0
----

----
5.93
5.89

2.661
-----
-----

;8.5 31.5 Homgenlzedat
220CPF for

1.5,700 60.6

60.6

5.93

----

2.681

-----i8.5
48 b

31.5 Homogenizedat 14,100

I 220@ 1?for
48 hr

*

;7 33 As-cast
,7 33 As-cast

17 33 Homogenizedat
210@ F for
4abr

5. 35 As-cast

b3,~
%.400 I

0,
0 -;

71.0 5.72
il.o ----

-----
-----

-T-IT 71.8 5.70

+

-----

-----Unsound --
ingot

1

77.0 ----

aDatatakenfromreference4.
bBrokeIn grips.
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TKKU3 III. - EFFECT OF HOMOGENIZATION TEMPERATURE ON GRAIN

SIZE AND HARDNESS OF CAST NiAl COMPOSITIONS

Composition,
weight percent

Al

Homogenization Time,
temperature, hr

oF

Effect on “
grain size

Hardness,
Rockwell A-

25
25
25
25

As-cast
2100 48
2200 48
2400 6

72.0
72.5
72.2
72.0

None
Coarse grains
Coarse grains

28 As-cast
28 “2200 ‘ 48 None

28 2300 24 Coarse grains

69.7
70.6
70.7.

30
30
30
30

As-cast
2100 48
2400 6
2500 6

66.1
66.5
66.3
66.0

None

None

Coarse grains

31
31.5
31.5
31.5

As-cast
2200 48
2300 24
2400 6

61.0
60.6
60.4
61.2

None
Some grain growth

Coarse grains

33
33
33
33

As-cast
2100 48
2200 48
2300 24

71.0
71.8
70.8
72.1

None

Some grain growth

Coarse grains

35
35
35

As-cast
2000 48
2100 48
2200 48

77.0
77.4
77.2
76.9

None

Some grain growth
Coarse grains

.

.
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TMBIE IV. - 1500° F TENSILE PROPERTIES OF NiAl .

INTERMRTALLIC PHASE

Composition Condition:

homogenized

at -

21O(Y F for

48 hr
2100° F for

48 hr

Tensile–

strength, ”

psi,

Measured

elongation,

percent

20

Reduction

in area,

percent

i-

Ni Al

75 25 29,2d0 - 18.3

’31.775 25

72 28

72 28

70 30

70 30

28,9Ci0 26.8

2200° F for
48 hr

2200° F for
48 hr

2400° F for
6 hr

24000 F for
6hr

a4.0

~4.0

24,300 3.4

3.823,900

25,200 11.9

all.9

7.6

10.624,50;0 ““

15,4@l :;68.5 31.5 220Q0 F for
48 hr

2200° F for
48 hr

2100° F for
48 hr

a.20G4

a24.5

39.4

(b)68.5 31.5 13,600

C7,000 o 0

—

%ome grain separation.

‘Could not be measured.

surface flows in gage section.CSpecimen had

.

b-

.

m .
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TABLE V. - EFFECT OF TEST T!EMPERATUM ON TENSILE PROPERTIES

OF STOICHIOMETRIC Ni.m (31.5 ~cm ~NuM)

Condition: Test Tensile Measured Reduction
homogenized temperature strength, elongation, in area,

at - psi percent percent

2200° F for Room 15,700 0 0
48 br temperature

22000 F for Room 14,100 0 0
48 br temperature

2200° F for 1000o F 14,700 0 0
48 hr

2200° F for 1200° F 19,800 2.7 2.4
48 hr

2200° F for 1300° F 19,100 a12.3 9.7
48 hr

2200° F for 14000 F 16,900 all.1 X5.8
48 hr

2200° F for 15CQo F 15,400 a20.4 39.4
48 hr

2200° F for 150@ F 13,600 a24.5 (b)
48 hr

2200° F for 1700° F 9,800 a27.2 (b) -
48 hr

2200° F for 1800° F 9,600 a52 (b)
48 hr

aSome grain separation.

bCould not be measured.
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TABLEVI. - EFFECT OF EOMWENIZNG TEMPERATURE ON ROOM TEMPERATUREAND 150C@F

TENSILEPROPERTIESOF 30-PER--ALUMINUM NiAl ALLOY

Condition Test . Tenstle Eictens~meter Measured Reducticn
temperature strength, elongation, elongation, in area,

psi. iperCent percent percent

As- cast Room 14,400 “ “o: o 0
temperature

Homogenized at Room 17,300 .0. . 0 0
2100°1?for temperature
48 lv?

Homogenized at Room 11,600 ?J o 0
2100° F for temperature
48 km

Homogenized at Room 16,700 ‘o o 0
2400° F for temperature
6hr :.

Homogenized at Room 42,200 I o“ o 0
2400° F for temperature
6hr ,,—

Homogenized at 1500° F 17,200 f. *- . a2.7 2.4
21OW F for
48 hr

Homogenized at 1500° F 15,400 ! 2“: al.8 2.0
2100°F for
48 hr

.

Homogenizedat 1500° F 25,200 i i- 11.8 7.6
2400° F for
6 hr

homogenized at 1500° F 24,500 -- all.9 10.6
2400° F for ,,-,
6 hr

—
:..
-—-aSome grain separation.
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TABLE VII . - EFFECT OF GRAIN-COARSENING BEAT TREATMENT 0~ ROOM-T~ ‘

AND wo”, F msm pROP~IES cm 25-P7wwT-JwiumuM Null ALLOY

Condition :

homogenized

at -

Grain

size

Test

temperature

Tensile

strength,

psi

Extenfiometer

elongation,

percent

Measured

elongation,

percent

o“

Reduction

in area,

gercent

o“

o

2103° F for

48 hr

2100° F for

48 hr

2400° F for

6 hr.

2400° F for

6br

21OOO F for

48 hr

21000 F for

48 h

is-cast

A.e-cast

Room

temperature

Room

temperature

31,800

27,100

0

00

:oarse

:oarse

La-cast

b-cast

Room

temperature

Room

temperature

17,300

9,m30

o

0

0

0

0

0

1500° F 29,203 18.3

26.8

--

15000 F 28,900 --

.-1500°, F 21,103

J6,3C0

2400° F ~or

6 “hr
24000 F for

2.0

0

1.0

0L5000 F --

““6br

%ome grain separat

I
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TABLE VIII. - EFFECT OF MOLYBDENUM ADDITIONS & ROOM—~ E AND ELEVATED-

TEMPERATURE TENSILE PROPERTIES OF STOICHIO- NiAl (31.5 PERCENT AILJMINUM)

Condition: Molybde- Test Tensile Extensometer Measured Reduction
homogenlz.e@ ~~ temperature strength, elongation, elongation, in area,

at-. added, psi percent
percent

percent percent

22~0 F fm None Room 15,703 0 0 0
48 hr temperature

2203° F fti None .- Room 14,100 0 0“ 0
48 hr temperature

2300° F for 0.5 Room 18,400 0.05 1.9 ----
24 hr temperature

23C@ F for 1.0 Room 21,2C0 o 0.3 <0.1
24 hr temperature

2300° F for 2.0 Room 34,400 0 0.5 <().1
24 hr temperature

2200° F for None 1500° F 15,400 ---- a20.4 39.4
48 hr

22Ul” F for None 1.500°F 13,600 ---- a24.5 (b)
48hr ~~~

2300° F for 0.5 ““ 150@ F 25,500 ---- a27.8 57.5
24 hr

2300° F for 1.0 15000 F 23;700 ---- a48.2 77.6
24 hr .-

2300° F for 2.0 1500° F 25,100”- ---- 44.7 82
24 hr

220@ F.for None 1700° F 9,800 . ---- a27.2 (b)
48 hr

23C0° F for 1.0 1700° F 17,600 ---- 51.7 93.2
24hr

2300° F for 2.0 ‘– 170@ F 17,400 ---- a20.2 (b)
24 hr

T.

asome grain separation.

b
Could not be”measured. ; =-=

.

.

—

k

.
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TABLE IX. - RUPTURX LIVES OF STOICHIOMRTRIC

NiAl (31.5 PERCENT Aluminum) AT 15000 F

composition, Stress,
weight psi

percent

68.5 31.5 0 I 6,000

68.5 31.5 0 4>000

68.5 31.5 0.5 12,500

T
4.6 a44.5 Could not

be measured

13.2 46.2 Could not
be measured

186.1 acould not Could not
be measured be measured

23.1 15.2 I 31.9 I
aSome grain separation.

.

.
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Nickel, percent by stoma
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(a) Stoichiometric

...
“:.,+::.“:.:3=- f

%==”- “

NiAl 1/2 by 2 inoh ingot.

------. . . .

C-43233

(b) Ground tensile bar.

Figure 2. - Typical NiAl specimens.
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G
%’
CD

II
O’m~:Ooacor-~y66 Oo 100

#{

60° Included angle
Inm.

~ O.O1O’’Bottom radius
o 0.177” Diameter at base

1o.5001-
.

Figure 3. - Notched tensile specimen.

(Dimensions in inches.)

of notch

—
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78
A As.ca~t
O Homogenized

74 . /

5L .

70 .

66

62 \l

StoichiometricIWAl

58 I I I I I
24 26 28 30 32 34 36

Composition,percent aluminum

Figure 4. - Effect of compositionon hardness of NiAl phase.
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45X1$

,. A As-cast
O E-genized.-

! ~+‘

!“.-
40

i 2-

35 1-
..

i=
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,:

30 \ —
!—

.,
L l.:

i -

25
\ ~-

:-1i

Average of values for
qB-C@St alloys

20 ki

Average of values for
homogenized alloys

1

E
I

:.
L n

\

f=

A,-
=,-

[“ =

lo- ,.

1- —,.
[z

!:
~

5. ;=
I’ “:
,1,
!=
f ~

4

jStoichiometricNiAl
~. ;

o- 1 I
24 26 28 ~ 30 52 34

Composition, perc!entaluminum

Figure 5. - Effect of compositiorion~romu-temperaturestrength
of as-cast and homogenized alldys o? NiAl phase. -~ .—
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Figure 7. - Effect of teqeratie on tensile properties of ataichiwddc (31.5-percent-alumlnwi) ?U.Al.
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b

co

%’
M

‘1

f

(8) 1.300° F tensile test. Z5-

Percamt-aluminum alloy.

Figure 8. - Intercryetaline cracking

,

c-432w-

(b) 17C@ F tensiletest. 31.5-
Percent-aluminum and l-percent-
moly%denum alloy.

and fracttn?e surface in NiAl phase.
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35X103
Room temperature

30

A

25 <~

r
/

20 (

M

10

5

E
1500° F

o .5 1.0 1.5 2.0
Weight percent molybdenum

Figure 12. - Effect of molybdenum additions on
strength of homogenized stoichiometric NiA1.

tL4CA- Langley F1eId, Va.


